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1 x e-brush handle
our favourite toothbrush with sonic 
technology to effectively clean your teeth, 
gums and tongue. 

2 x e-brush heads 
[one black e-brush head, one white e-brush head] 
2 super soft dupont bristled toothbrush 
heads with a unique design to gently clean 
those hard to reach areas in  
the mouth. 

 

 
1 x inductive wireless charging station
simply put your toothbrush on the charging 
handle and go. 

2 x brush head covers
to protect your brushes and keep them clean. 

1 x travel case
store your toothbrush in its sleek and neat 
travel box when you are away from home.

Sonic toothbrush technology 
our e-brush vibrates at a higher 
frequency than a regular electric 
toothbrush and disrupts dental plaque 
with the use of up to 33,000 brush 
vibrations per minute. not only does 
sonic toothbrush technology manually 
disrupt bacteria on the tooth surface 
with the specialised brush head, it 
helps to clean under the junction of 
the gum and tooth encouraging optimal 
oral health. 

Different toothbrush modes:

Function Select:

the e-brush comes with 3 modes

clean - clean mode is your best friend and should be 
the most used setting. use clean for 2 minutes each 
time you brush to remove plaque and food residue with 
high frequency brush strokes and high vibration. 

power on - short press “smart button”

modes
each mode designed with 
a different vibration 
frequency set for the modes 
intended purpose

handle

prompt light smart button
[power on/power off/modes][brush head/charging]

brush head

power off - short press “smart button” after 3 
seconds of booting.

mode - short press “smart button” in 3 seconds of 
booting.

battery prompt - charging: gradually brighten when 
fully charged will be constantly bright. [when the 
battery is too low, the battery prompt will flash and 
vibrate 3 times to remind you to charge.]

white - white mode uses variable frequency vibration 
technology to work smarter and remove pesky surface 
stains caused by coffee, tea and red wine. 

reset change brush head reminder - press and hold 
for 5 seconds while the toothbrush is off.[when the 
electric toothbrush has turned on and off for 180 
times, it will prompt to replace the brush head. 
please replace the brush head at that time and reset 
the change brush head reminder]. 

polish - the perfect mode if your teeth need a 
quick freshen up before a night out. high-frequency 
continuous vibration helps to polish and clean 
the front surfaces of your teeth leaving them 
sparkling. 

restore factory settings or reset me mode - long 
press “smart button” for 5 seconds while charging, 
its done when all prompt lights are bright and 
flash 3 times.

What's included:

clean

white

polish
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e-brush by twc

How to use:

Maintenance of the brush:

Brushing strength  

work smarter, not harder. let the 
brush do the work for you. refrain 
from scrubbing your teeth with the 
brush or applying too much pressure. 
the brush should be held lightly with 
the bristles placed on each surface of 
a tooth for a few seconds before being 
lifted and placed onto the next tooth 
or surface. try not to drag the brush 
along the gums between teeth.

Charging
it’s best to charge the toothbrush 
overnight before first use. one charge 
may last for up to 3 months of daily 
use of the brush, but we recommend 
charging the brush overnight where 
possible in order for it to brush at 
maxium efficiently. 

keep the brush head in the same 
direction as the smart button and 
press vertically on the handle.   
soak the brush head with some water 
and squeeze a pea sized amount of 
toothpaste onto it. 

hold the brush head at a 45-degree 
angle perpendicular to the tooth, 
near the junction of the tooth and 
the gum. we recommend following a 
brushing sequence in the mouth and 
forming a routine to ensure all 
areas of each tooth are cleaned. 

brush your teeth for a total of 
2 minutes, spending at least 
30 seconds in each quadrant of 
the mouth. your e-brush has a 
preprogram setting to prompt 
you when to move on to the next 
section. 

replace the brush 
head every 3 months. 

rinse the brush head 
under hot water after 
each use. 

rinse and dry the 
toothbrush handle 
before storing. 

store in the travel 
case when travelling.

When to use:
it’s important to maintain excellent 
oral health and brush twice a day for 
2 minutes with fluoride toothpaste. 
follow your brushing routine with 
interdental care such as flossing.


